Photo Festival

Candid Photography

Your guests become the Event Photographers and create an
instant buzz around your event, using social media. Users upload
their images with a preselected #hashtag to Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter. Once uploaded, our system takes the image and adds
it to the slideshow playing on the 46” screen display, at the same
time, the image is printed so your guests have a copy to keep.

Get perfect pictures of your next event to share with your friends
or guests. Never forget the most important moments by having us
photograph your entire event. From concerts, conferences, trade
shows and the like, we do it all - with a smile.

Photobooths

Online Photo Galleries

Classic Photobooths will never go out of style and are perfect,
when you want to add a splash of fun to your event. Just as you
would expect, we bring some whacky props for guests to pose
with. Our Photobooth Attendants always add energy to of your
event, ensuring each guest walks away with a great photo
experience and a lasting memory of your event.

Share all the images from your event seamlessly with your guests
by using our Online Photo Gallery. Our new state of the art system,
allows your guests to order, share or print images directly from
their own computer. Images are uploaded to our Password
Protected Gallery and can only be accessed by those you invite.

The Best Party Guest.

Ever.

Mosaic Pictures
Our system creates a massive mural of your choice, using hundreds
of individual images captured at your event. A new spin on the
classic slideshow format, our Mosaic Service is perfect for the main
attraction at your next event.
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Atmosphere
Atmosphere is a stunning arrangement of four crystal clear 65 Inch
displays, that work together to deliver the most jaw dropping
performance of any portable display system in the world today.
Atmosphere can be configured in many ways to suit your event’s
needs. It can play a slideshow of your images with background
music, or be cued up to play four separate videos that combine
together to make one unforgettable performance. Get a live band
feel without the live band cost.

Green Screen Fun
Let your inner Super Hero out by turning all your guests into their
favorite characters with our Green Screen Studio. From putting
people on top of buildings, to making them run with the bulls,
no order is too tall for our creative team. Your guests will watch
in amazement as we super impose them into your pre-arranged
backgrounds in less time than it takes to get a drink from the bar.

Dance Heads

Digital Graﬃti Wall

The ultimate interactive entertainment service will captivate your
guests and have them talking about your event for days after.
We take groups of up to three participants and place their actual
heads on the dancers in the videos. The result is legendary, as your
guests become the entertainment. Each group gets a DVD of
their performance to cherish.

Your guests become the artists with this fun interactive 6 foot
display. We capture their image, show them how to get started,
then stand back and watch their creations take shape. From
drawing a moustache on anyone to designing a Christmas card
right in front of your eyes. A photo quality print is theirs to keep.
There is no limit on what we can do with the Digital Graﬃti Wall.

Fred The Bull

E.V.A.

That’s right; we have a full size bull. His name is Fred. He always
draws a crowd and is extremely pleasant to be around. His
favorite pastime is posing for pictures with friends. Fred is the
most popular bull in the world so you had better request him as
soon as possible, as his social calendar fills up fast.

Portrait Studio

Wandering Photobooth

How often do you get gussied up? When would you ever get that
perfect portrait? Everyone will cherish getting a proper portrait
taken at your next Gala event. We have a variety of backdrops to
choose from and no event is too large for our Portable Onsite
Portrait Studios. Our packages can include onsite printing of 4x6,
5x7 and 8x10 sizes for your guests to take home the same night.

Let us bring the Photobooth to your guests, allowing them to enjoy
the fun from the comfort of their table. We bring hilarious props for
guests to pose with and leave them with a printed memory that will
last forever. Guests will watch in awe as we capture their image
and then instantly print / email or upload it from the
touchscreen station mounted to the portable cart.

Create out of this world images and memories using the latest
addition to our family of services. E.V.A. can be configured to be an
Open Air Photobooth, a Green Screen Studio, a Video Booth and so
much more. Second to none in customization options she will
ensure your guests enjoy their interaction with her and her two print / email / upload stations.

Get Flipped
Our most fun service! Get Flipped takes 2 images of your guests
and interlaces them into a single image. Once we apply the
special lens, it allows you to see one image at a time and flip back
and forth between the two images. Most guests relate this to the
holograms we used to collect from cereal boxes when we were
kids.

